Beethoven

Jazz dancers

Martini

SJSU dance professor Annette Macdonald
and her jazz dance ensemble will perform in
Okayama, Japan.
While she’s not dancing, Serena Stanford
spends her time as an SJSU administrator.
Page 5

The straw that stirs
the Spartans’ drink

The Brilliant Beethoven Center is celebrating
its fifth anniversary as well as a $47000 grant
from the California State University system
Page 4

The much -traveled Ralph Martini
has found a home in the Spartan
backfield. The BYU transfer says
he wants to be a coach when his
playing days are over.
Page 6

Today is the last day to pay the additional fees
caused by the fee increase. Cashiering services
are open until 5 p.m.

Pristine’s picks
Picks of the week include the Electric Love
Hogs at the Cactus Club tonight. Page 4

Daily reminder
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Weather
Continued warm,mid-80’s to
mid -90s with variable winds to
15 mph, fair into evening.
-National Weather Service
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1990

Fee increase never approved by faculty
By Roan (;old
Daily man writer
SJSt laculty did not sign a contract in
19145 to allow a raise in parking fees.
ace( aching III a spt ikesv, ()Man from the CaliChanel:110r\ Orrlee
lornia State 1 iii’. Li
in Long Beach.
Faculty parking permit fees increased
from S7.50 iter month to SIX on Sept. I.
Host es Cr. union faculty members
1 9814.
the increase.
relused
SJSI Cahlorma Faculty Association

I iodises conchapter President \I
.. , signed.
firmed that a contrac
CSt spokes, 11111:111 olleen Bentlay Adlar explained that negotiations hetsceen
and the (’alit 1111,1 Stale I ’ins ersithe
iy system on the parking lee Inerease issue
stalled and reaChed an "impasse.lioaevet. the faculty refused to pay.
nes. a prolessor in the
at-cooling
Work.
School ot Si it.
BeiitI \Mar said. "essentially the FA
lost the suit.- when the impasse V, as

and unilaterally told the tacult) Mat
the last oiler (made to the C.F.A I went into
effect.’
"Given the tact that the C.F.A was lighting the issue all the way. neither side was
able to come to an agreement.- she said.
!fie delay. in the agreement between the
uS1- and the C.F.A postponed the raise in
!acuity parking permo tees although an
increase it cot into cited ii if faculty. students and mall.

red,. bed ,ind members ii he ’acuity \keie
asked ii pal the increase ii parking lees
retro:K.11%e to Sept. I. I9HT4.
hit’:Wleellle111 %Sas that they s’. ill bill us
and iSe still 1101 pay.- I:Millie. said. "lite
position ill the union is that this is in the
past. I know that I w ant lo get t’. iii’.
-This is hole thing is stich hi eitui’..iui,iss.
big situation lot the administiation It
shows ilieu impel ialistic tentlent
Bently \Mar said. -the unit eisity
invoked a small clause in the (’.F. V. i011 -

By Laura I)iMaseio
Daily staff wider

The ’Monti:Mon at this cal
Career FAploration IYay may hasc
been pushed into one day. but
those attending didn’t tel
111 at the priigram’s spacious. new
location.
For the lust time the program
was ow day lathei than the previous Once and was held in the
Lcents Centel insteacl 01 the Student
Alsout 4INIIVIIIVM:111:111l125 from
Bay \lea and national ti imparaes
551)1

Hulot,
lite c%eill included representa-

uses tiont IS’) dillerent Lomita
rues wiking I"
4,1N111 students
Flit es etit was
11111 011 Its the Career Planning and
Placement Centel. and the alien Past
1S,Is .11o1111tt that oh
Oat
\ CAIN’

Ity Leigh Ann Clifton
Daily shaft writer
Karl Peterson, executive director
the Associated Students Pro ’21:1111 Iii)ard. Via.n’t laughing about
lit lit ’.ulik catwellation of a
clieduled performance hy the

I lit.’ ul,is is is it hiti stilt. eN,
Ii lois of stitilciii tiallit and
hl.ihlltS hut iiueil emplii el,- said
11.’111111.110 1.1111e /11111
eent
Some 01 the Lompaittes that
attended

hilly staff pliotncyaptic./

Nikki Hart

(Hiker Joe I:ray of the Simla I lara 1111111
Ikpartmen1 of Corrections tills Xdininistration
Company. Fast Suite I
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\tell as ’no\ uiluuhii intorma
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icilrescIltallie
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I
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IIII 110,1111M,

and hoping

It uiulpiilutl’s

Mete in, is a

lot 01

leplesellted 11111 111:11
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serve an educational ’Impose...
(*Awn said that a the memo in
question doesn’t esist, rather, she
said. there %S as C011SerSa11011 V.1111
.1 represent:doe Of the president’s
ottice 111 is hich "some concerns
abool aisn \ten: raised. (*alien did
Canlntls Illesn’t

III either
or

less se,uts 110111 mm
"I stiall
etials ate long
‘;.pet I I.
said 1 -Ill _geut
’Mtge.
this poitnaiii is
\like Sandi:is

public calendar. Clover added.
"It’s a weird issue to deal %%MI
hut it doesn’t relate to the Pikes."
Clover said.
Last semester Pi Kappa Alpha
had it’s chatier revoked by its
national office mainly for the calendar that featured bikini clad
women.
"I don’t really feel jealous like
they. got away- with SOIllethIng.
It’s a different story.- said Hob
Nellis president of Pt Kappa
Alpha about other ffraernmes having strippers. "Some of the guys
do though."
It is common practice hi have a
strip night dining rush to promote
interest in the linternity said Man
Wendt. Sigma Alpha Fpsilon
A semi-nude oil
president.
wrestling Client held at the 11111.1.4e
Sept. IO, was a "fun -type event.
hamiless." Wendt said.
here was hardly any nudity

and "no real strata, overtones or
role playing" by the women
wrestler,, according to Wendt.
"They just wrestled, that was
it," said an SAE member who
asked to remain anonymous.
"They were briefly topless for a
lets minutes." The first-time
event at the house "mmed out to
be weak," he said.
"Anytime you sexually objectify anybody it’s offending." said
Wintry Sivensen, faculty advisor
for the Women’s Restturce Center
at SiStI. Siveitsen believes that
some of the traternal traditions
should he reassessed het MK the>.
could potentially offended members of the university. cignmunity.
Hut they have a right to do
what they wish. Sivensen added
Delta Sigma Phi had MI ell..011C
dancer Sept. I I. hut it "didn’t go
over very well " Ulm-ding to
Jason Crother, pirsukni of the

als-01.(1111,,2

MIS’

10 It’ll

Stahl,

otlicel.
S1St
cotle."prolulmis the sale andim distttt ul items on
play of
campus.- although it does not
specifically prohibit sponsorship.
Peterson said she’s sending a
memo to those in charge ol Student
I Mon scheduling and unisersity
officials in an attempt II/ gel snes:1111
COIISIderatIOn.

get It OK’d. Irs
contract and we’ll lune
to cancer Peterson said, rhe comedy IlertOrIllallee Is als0 111e111g
sponsored by Students Against
Drunk Drising .
The A.S. hoard of directors will
discuss the matter again next week.
There are possible Mink:twins
ir liomecoming ex etas and celebrations because "Ford Motor
’’II

\Se Can’t

hreal:11 tit

).(i’ri.l).1.711: :(
Whltuies

said.

CSIellt

Ille elieel us 1101

seems to
said

he VOA

el1111115eti.- Peterson

said 11111101
515.11 11
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Balgooyen’s troubles

Kale’)

lel 1

\s
Centel

Ole%

C.1111,1111,11

1 Ile

homes Balgooyen, an SJSU associate b,e,ogy professor, was found
guilty on three counts of Federal Fish and Wildlife Law violations One
rount was thrown out, but he was convicted of the other two Here are
the events leading up to the sentenong
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is Lie .INL.11 it, fill
\,,,,iding to
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CIII1111111.0t11,,
MI1111111’2

.1111.1
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Kill:111011

Deeds III

Indicted for allegedly transporting protected animals
into California. Plead not guilty after surrendering to
authorities March 8.
Relieved of teaching duties March 12 by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Found guilty June 4. Sentencing was scheduled for
yesterday but was postponed until 10 a.m. Oct. 19 at the
San Jose 9th U.S. District Courthouse.
He also was indicted on two unrelated counts for
allegedly failing to report $25,500 of income on his
Income tax returns, but was found not guilty on one count
and the jury couldn’t reach a decision on the other.

sill

dill!, Ill \ t’ II, I..,lilt

Racy rush events are common place
By Amanda Heitu
Daisy staff wraar
A typical rush week calendar
for a fraternity could include perlormances by fernak strippers and
other similar events to attract
potential members.
The racier rush events are
discouraged by the Intertememity
Council. hut there is no official
rule against it said Cohn
I.F.0 president.
Several fraternities feel the controversy created hy the Pi Kappa
Alpha’s "Women of San Jose
State" calemliu last semester lias
had no hearing on their rush
events.
The two main differences
between the Pikes’ calendar and
the strippers us rush events are
the rush events are not making
any money from it as the calendar
did. Clover said. Also the event
Wit’. in private HS 11111101ell to the

relay this inforination to Peterson.
She said the had wilting to do with
the comedy perlOnnanct: in particular.
The rule in qut..stion Is horn the
Califormzi .-111111111sINIIISe

",1‘getuetihils111,:ss

\\ens

\Mt:Ilia.

seeial employers sscre accept.
Ille

SO1114: sillilellls said the Llay 55115
focused list much tosaril certain
maims in scollop. and 12 lathial

1111111011

Peterson t0h1 the A.S. hoard of
directors Wednesday that she was
recently informed by Cathy
Calven. Student (Inion scheduling
coordinator, that a memo from
SJSC President Gail Fullerton’s
office said sponsorship by car companies %as prohibited It events
occuring on university 12r01.11111s.
The Sinhall shuns has the P01111:11:
Motor Company as a major sponsor. Part of the sposorship agreement between the program hoard
and Pontiac stipulates that two cars
is II he displayed on campus. one
the day befon: the show, the other
the day of the show.
Peterson said (’alien told her the
Elk 55 ii’. Wade heellUse --Car% On

.1.’.11.

IIIC111 three

tioiS 11 the 10:141.-

said C1111110)els

IheIC it II! 4:1111A0l111011 01114,1111M

Iol 111111,11
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111.11
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11,111Is
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s’Onlethall
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iine day and I is t ittlil hase liked to
NI:it/11d dal.- ’,lid
come bat k
Iii iitil \ it. tile 1.aundei.
aelospace engineeilng
iii

Manuel Fimlires.
t I X chapter president

Program Board’s
comedy show
may be cancelled

New home for Career Day

talk to students iltutui Ititurc
career goals.
The nets location for the pro ...is an ,ispect 01 the day
111,1m 55 eie pleased tt ith. at:LordCS elli C00111111:111115.
ing
"I like Ille MSS list:anon better.said Bens Ann Nicewonger. team
leader tor priilessional and general employment at t Jiluteut \
"It’s a lot cooler and the situation
ol people coming in and out
worked
St uflit’ sit,detit s. hill?. ever. still
Inciciicd the pies wtis ceals’ due,:
1111,1,11e.
(lax
to,
lc, a little 0,i%heinung

’This whole thing is such an
embarrassing situation for
the administration. It shows
their imperialistic tendencies.’

plans tOr nest
temity. II,
semester’s exotic dancer have
already been cancelled.
On and oft for the last four
years, Delta Sigma Phi has used
the event to gam the interest ol
incoming freshmen. Rut this year
them was more ..t1CleNS with gocart races and miniature golf as
rush events. (’rother said.
-1’ni sure some people were
petturhed hy it illy exotic
dancer).- Crother said. -Rut if
you walk on the wrong snit. of the
street. you’re going to offend
someone."
Both Wendt and troths.’ think
Pi Kappa Alpha got a "kid deal"
titer the laklidar controversy.
I he Pokes plan to stay assay
from these types of rush events to
avind the -tut’ the) were Ill Iasi
semester Nellis sant

Edwin Acevedo

Daily

staff graphic

Sentencing date for associate
professor postponed a month
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lu%Ali
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hiolog% protessoi Morita. It .o Os ell IS
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aLcoulitie to Leland Alischtiler, tIse
assistant I S.
(hal is handling IN: case.
he
lialgooy etl .s.is
tinv.esei. the
sentenced
date was postponed because ’l iIue
.S.1)isiaka
irate Patricia Trumbull, according
an aide lit Trumbull ’s.

the Lase. lie
ackkd that "the date may hate to he
other
changed again due to .0
\ILIledt11111g ti iimil it Is’’
prosecuting an, 11. Said that he would 11111
1111.i rentiltly litigation. How
C5 Cr, Ise requested in a sentencing
memorandum that Balgooy en
ellallye III the stains 1)1
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EDITORIAL

It’s the people’s law, NRA
National Rifle Association
The
is trying to go over the heads
of those who make the law in
this state,
The NRA Monday asked a federal
judge in the Fresno Federal District
Court to "reconsider" his dismissal of
an NRA-sponsored challenge of the
Roberti -Roos assault weapons bill.
The bill had made it illegal to
possess weapons most -favored by
gangs. drug pushers. schoolyard
killers and other assorted thugs.
The bill did not infringe on any
Californian’s right to keep any sort of
from
non -automatic weapon
for squirrel
shotguns on down
hunting or whatever it is people need
guns for.
The bill simply took the most
dangerous type of weapon availible to
the citizenry away from them.
The NRA has been trying to get rid
of the bill ever since the legislature
passed it two years ago. It claims
various constitutional issues

invalidate the bill, forgetting that
nothing in the constitution gaurantees
a persons right to fire off 1(10 rounds
a minute.
Let’s be very plain about what is
going on here the NRA lost in the
legislature. lost with the public and is
now attempting to re -write a law it
doesn’t agree with.
The NRA is passing itself off as a
constitutional protector.
Even as it does this it works ti,
subvert the legislative process
outlined in the constitution.
e applaud the judge’s
decision to throw out the
lawsuit. Like it or not, the
weapon ban is a done deal and the
only way to get rid of it will be to
work through inititivc or the
legislature.
It is not up to special interest
groups to go around re -writing the
law. The NRA should know it lost.
Give up guys.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
They shouldn’t be going around arbitrarily
taking them. Why take some and not others?

REPORTER’S FORUM
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PAUL WHEA TON

Iell)
Jean Ca.ralegna. a student speakin,s; about flu, recently entnryed bicycle poll( v (flier her
hi( vi le was mtpotmcl(’d.

CAMPUS VOICE

:

JANET MAY

Looking into the desert
For those inclined to imagine the glories of
war and for those who may think this
particular war is necessary. that if Uncle Sam
calls, they are ready. for it. I give you the
ilowinE real -life two min. It is one-tillhserytio
fttipilrei in n’Politrete winningiaBleihy
Studs Terkel. called "The Good War: An Oral
History of World War Two."
Robert Rasmus. a Chicago business
executive. remembers:
"I get this strange feeling of living through
a world drama. In September of 1939 when
the Germans invaded Poland. I was fourteen
years old. I remember my mother saying.
’Bob. you’ll be in it.’ I was hoping she’d be
right. At that age. you look forward to the
glamour and have no idea of the horrors.
"Sure enough. I was not only in the army
but in the infantry. Step by logistic step. our
division was in combat. You’ re finally down
to one squad. out ahead of the whole thing.
You’re the point man. What am I doing out
here in this world -cataclysmic drama - out
in front of the whole thing?) Laughs.)
"All of a sudden, there you were right in the
thick of it and people were dying and you
were scared out of your wits - that you’ d
have your head blown off. Laughs.)
I’ll never forget that sense of unreality as
we were moving through the woods to this
village, which we could just see a few hundred yards away. There were sheep grazing in
the fields. By now there’s gunfire: machine
guns. rifle fire, mortar shells.
... Now I can see actual mortar shells
landing in this meadow. German
They
were hitting the tile roofs of these houses and
hams.
"My initial reaction: they’re not hurting
anything.
"Oh. a few tiles being knocked loose, hut
let’s still a beautiful sunny day. The meadow
is lovely.
"Here we are in this medieval village. This
reaction lasted three seconds. These sheep
started getting hit. You were seeing blood.

. if’ Uncle Sam
points the finger at
you, are you ready for
the curtain to rise?
Immediately you say. soon it’s gonna be us
tom up like these animals. You sense all these
stages you’ se gone through and now (laughs).
the curtain has gone up and you’re really in it.
"Looking at the individual German dead.
each took on a personality. These were no
longer an abstraction.... They were evactIc
our age.
"These were boys like us."
Are our top leaders and military ()ilk Lit, a
little too cheerful, sanguine. matter-of -tact
yes. positively eager for any opportunity
use thevery latest high-tech weaponry in what
they refer to as a "theater?"
What is the difference between sheep in a
sunny meadow and sheep in 120 degree desert
heat?
According to "Newsweek" magazine. Bush
believes that the Vietnam syndrome has
passed. that Americans are no longer afraid to
exercise force.
On the Sept. 9 broadcast of Sixty Minutes.
four -star commander general "Stormin.
Norman" Schwarzkopf was saying. "let’s not
namby-pamby around, lets go to war." He
spoke with exhiliration as he called his two
tours in Vietnam battle an "out -of-body
experience."
While questioning his sanity, you still might
say so what? Norman and his troops
volunteered.
I say. precisely.
If this turns into a long, bloody stay in the
sand, as some are predicting. and if Uncle
Sam points the finger at you. are you ready for
the curtain to rise.

Take the dollar sign out
of college athletics’ eyes

Greed is ruining big-time college
athletics.
Many universities have come to
rely on the money generated by their
big-time sports programs to
supplement their respective budgets.
The huge money inettlYitt<’cretned
by television, advertising contracts.
and bowl games have made N.4 inning
a do or die (get fired) situation for
college coaches. If thcy. don’t win:
the school doesn’t collect.
These monetary rewards encourage
unethical and unfair actions by
coaches searching for the bigger and
better athlete who can save the
coach’s job. Athletes have been
offered money to attend some schools
and athletes who can’t read have been
accepted to Imo ersines.
In his recent book. "Bootlegger’s
Boy." Oklahoma University ex -head
football coach Barry Switzer admits
Thai he knew of players who had been
II ered illegal "inducements" to
attend certain colleges.
Dexter Manley, who was banned
from the National Football League
for drug abuse last year. admitted that
he was illiterate. Manley attended
Oklahoma State University for four
years.
These incidents are just a couple of
the dark clouds of controversy
hovering over the National Collegiate
Athletic Association’s football and
basketball programs. But there are
many more: from North Carolina
State ex -athletic director Jim Valvano
to University of Nevada -Las Vegas
Head Basketball Coach Jerry
Tarkanian. allegations are abundant.
Institutions of higher learning must
escape from this shadow of had
publicity. Universities must stop
using amateur athletes for their own
monetary gain. Restoring their

The otil advantage that perrenial Top
10 schools would retain is their
winning reputation.
reputation and high standards is
ess.ential il that piece ol paper called
a degree is to retain its meaning.
Imagine earning a degree from
Oklahoma State knowing that
Manley passed classes there for four
years. Think about Imcc the mire
Oklahoma t iii’. ci sits football team
must feel :Ovum being on probation
at So il,ei’s regime.
he solution is to take the
incentive of mime) avva trout the
program. The NCAA should take
control of all athletic generated
income and distribute the profits or
losses evenly
amongst
the
participants.
’Me benefit of this action would be
mo-fold. The incentive to break the
rules for the sake of a big payoff
would by eliminated and parity
would he encouraged.
It each school is allocated the same
amount of mono, w iii or lose.
coaches would he more likel lii run
an honest program.
Respective recruiting budgets
would he identical and the advantage
that hig-time programs have would
he lessened. Recruiting players all
over the country would he more
difficult and local schools would
have an ads antage.
The only Jib :image that perrenial
top ten schools would retain is their
winning reputation.
Coaches should get paid on the
same scle as professors and all
advertising contract numey would go

it) the NCAA. Raises would be based
On Wile it tellthe.
Stannlariliiing salaries will keep
coaches from it iiii to is iii tor the
use Coaches would
sake
concennaie 011 is hilt Is bettel iii tic
athlete rathei than how much money
the athlete will hung iii the coach and
the
the word "student’. must be
empasiied in the term "student
athlete-. Mitch... %could ha e to earn
at least a 2.0 grade point as ethge
panic ’pate iii ollege athlents. This
rule is ahead) in eltect. however
strict enloic einem is needed.
All athletes would have to pass
normal school requirements to he
admitted. Sc holarships. lir "full
rides." should not he gi in to
prospective students simpl he, ause
they possess some fantastic physic al
talent.
\ taking these actions the \CAA
will preserve the amatem athletic
system. It IS itiutIlle pub of iiitu erstie
to pros ide the mote...tonal sports
leagues with talent. It the N. ahonal
Football League .ind \ animal
Basketball ASSIkli1111111 cc :MI :Athletes
who are not capable of universitv
work. t hen the should provide a
minor league s,v stem to them,
It is tune for utiu ei sines to get out
01 the spoils business and concentrate
on what it does best: teaching.
Paul Wheaton is a Spartan Daily
staff writer

Janet Mar iA an andedared cello’,
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Fullerton discusses budget
Due to a production error ,the story
about President Fullerton’s press conference in Thursday’s paper rikl not
run in its entirety This is the complete
story
By I,ori Sinsley
Daily staff wnter
In her first official press conference of the semester, SJSU President Gail Fullerton on Iliesday discussed plans to close San Carlos
Street to through traffic.
Fullerton was also asked about
.this year’s budget crisis
how it
.has affected faculty morale
as
well as how she interprets Academic Vice President Arlene OkerJund’s idea for raising student fees.
Two recent incidents, the resignation of an academic senator and the
possibility of a federal lawsuit by a
SJSU student, were briefly
addressed by Fullerton.
Closing San Carlos Street is an
:idea the Fullerton has talked about
for several years. It was prompted
in part by accidents occurring
between pedestrians, bicyclists and
automobiles.
"We need to make this area a
safer place for the thousands of students attending here," she said.
San Carlos Street now separates
the southwest side of campus.
Located on one side of the street
are the Fourth Street and Seventh
Street garages, Duncan, MacQuartie and Sweeney halls, residence
halls and the Aquatic Center.
Across the street is the main part of

campus.
"We feel that as it is right now,
San Carlos divides the major areas
of campus," Fullerton said. "SJSU
is an urban campus and we’ve got
to concentrate on enhancing that
atmosphere."
SJSU’s planning commission is
working closely with the city of
San Jose to get the plan approved.
In November, the university will
offer a proposal to the city planning
commission, after which city council members will vote on the idea.
By connecting the new Seventh
Street Plaza to a closed -off San
Carlos Street, Fullerton said the
campus would attain a much -needed sense of unity.
Unity is critical to SJSU now
because of budget cuts that Fullerton described as the worst she has
ever seen.
"We’re now feeling the impact
of not having enough of whatever it
is we need to teach well," Fullerton
said. "The cumulative effect is really beginning to create a strain."
Custodians have been laid off,
libraries are open fewer hours, and
there’s been a decrease in service
throughout the university, according to Fullerton.
Overall morale is better than in
past years, she said, when enrollment and funding was less than
expected.
Fullerton agreed in principle to
Okerlund’s recently published

memo that raised the possibility a
$219 raise in student fees.
"It’s increasingly clear that the
state has reached it’s educational
limit for funding," she said.
"Our students share of the cost
is the lowest in the United States.
Even with an increase it’s the least
expensive cost for a quality education."
She also commented on a recent
incident involving Juan Haro, a
SJSU student who may be bringing
a federal lawsuit against the university for racial harassment.
Fullerton said she has responded
to Haro’s complaint through the
affirmative action center. Haro is
charging the UPD with harassing
him on campus because of his
clothing and of detaining him
because he looked like a suspicious
gang member, according to Haro.
"We’re taking the coriiptaint very
seriously," Fullerton said.
There are numerous channels
available for students who feel
they’ve been wronged, including
the student grievances committee,
the ombudsman and the internal
police review committee, she said.
When asked about the recent resignation of Academic Senate member Dave Lee, Fullerton refused to
provide a noteworthy answer. Lee
resigned after his colleague John
Lehane was denied tenure by
Fullerton. Both are faculty members in the School of Business.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide IS a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge.
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
0120240110 the editor can also be
submitted at the Information Center.)
The deadline for entries is 10 a.m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event. Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions.
No phone-in items will be accepted.
TODAY
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY: Last day of POWMIA week. colorguard ceremony. and
medal awarding ceremony, noon-1 pm,
Plaza Park in front of the Fairmont, call 9712055
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Student magazine association, meeting, 130 p m Wahlquist Library North 131. 253-0589.
SOCCER CLUB: Indoor practice, 5.45-7
p.m Spartan Complex Room 44. call 9279592
AKBAYAN CLUB: ’In Living Color’ dance.
9 p.m. -1 a.m. Student Union Ballroom, call
947-8740
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Group advisement session for those interested in teaching secondary school. Business Classrooms
Room 214. call 924-3608.
FINAL CLARK LIBRARY TOUR: Clark Library. first floor. 11 30 am.. call 924-2810.
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Radical Reality weekly worship service.
Bible study and fellowship. 7 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 135. call 984-5837

LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:Planning Session. 6 p m . Business Classrooms Room
207. call 298-2549

SOLES.: Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists general meeting 12 30 pm Engineering Building Room 358. call 924-3830

SPARTACUS: How to present computer CALIFORNIA FACULTY ASSOCIATION:
Promotion
and
Tenure
data to a large group 11 30 am -12’30 Retention,
pm Engineering Building Room 486. call Workshop. 2-4 p m . University Club 408
Eighth Street. call 292-0323
241-7567
SAACS: Students Association of the Ameri- CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
can Chemical Society lecture with Dr Eng- Career planning and decision making
groups. 1 30-3 30 p m Building Classroom
lert on SJSU nuclear facilities 11 30 a m
Room 13 call 924-6048
Duncan Hall Room 505
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT.
LaMral
On -campus interview orientation 12 30
CHINESE ENGINEERING STUDENTS AS- p.m.. S U Almaden Room. call 924-6030
SOCIATION: Member Picinic, 10 a m -4 CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
p m Cupertino Memi nal Park call 725- Career resource center tour, 1 p rn Budding
13E2
Classroom. call 924-6030
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Casino night. 8 p m
279-4420.
to midnight. SJSU Ballroom, call
OTHER
FAMILY SERVICES RECEPTION: Recep- AVIATION DEPARTMENT: Recruiting
tion honoring Chris Peck. 6 pm -8 p.m St meeting for flight team. 6 p.m.. Sept. 25.
Paul s Methodist Church. 405 S 10th Street, 1123 Coleman Ave.. Room 108. call 24E5214
call 288-6200
SUNDAY
BEETHOVEN CENTER:Concert by pianist
Jeanne Stark. SJSU Concert Hall. 4 p m
pre-concert lecture by Dr William Meredith
3 p.m.. call 924-4590
MONDAY
MEChA:General body meeting. 6-7:30 p m.
Chicano Library Resource Center, Walquist
Library North Room 307 call 292-1897
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for a massage. 9 30 a m -4 30 pm AS
Business Office S U call 924-5961
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:Informal club
meeting. 5 p m Duncan Hall Room 208
call 251-8744

ROTC RANGER CHALLENGE TEAM:
Ranger Field Training Exercize. 6 a.m -11
pm Sept. 22-23. Ford Ord. call 286-8136
or 629-7229
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT AND COUNSELING SERVICES: Group for EOP students who are adult children of alcoholics
Mondays from 2-3:45 p.m beginning Oct 1
call 924-2575 or 924-5910
Westminister Presbyterian Church
Sunday Sthool 9 am - 10:15 am
Worship SOCTAC3 10:3)am-11:45
College Students Welcome
1100 Shasta avenue
(408) 294-7447

Community fights gang violence
OverDOWNEY r AP)
whelmed by the rise in gang violence. law enforcement officials
are urging schools and parents to
take the lead in preventing kids
from joining gangs.
The problem isn’t crack cocaine. said Los Angeles County
Shea tit Sherman Block and other
speakers Wednesday at a symposium on the problem. It goes
deeper than battles over drug-selling turf and touches a basic human
need to belong.
"We can arrest more people and
we can build more prisons until we
hankrtipi ourselves. said Block.
"But, even then. facilities will still
be overcrowded and ... the violence will continue."
Only parents. teachers and other
community members can give
youngsters the sense of belonging
the seek in gangs. Block and others said.
"It is the issues of selt-vvorth
is so critical to deand identity

veloping ... programs tor pre -gang
youth." Block said. ’To effectively compete with gangs for the
minds, the hearts and the bodies of
potential gang members we must
focus on enhancing their self-esteem so they don’t turn to gangs to
satisfy that most basic human
need.
Incidents of gang violence have
risen by 12 percent to 20 percent
each year since 1986, officials
said. Last year 554 people died in
gang violence in unincorporated
areas of Los Angeles County,
Block said. So far this year. gang
Murders are running ahead of last
years figures. Four hundred gang related homicides have been reported.
Speakers at the symposium at
the Dovt ne Co. i Theater estimated gang inembership in Los
Angeles County at 80.000 to
100.000.
Progress has been made through
commumi.. schotr ,nd family el-

ICV5
Now \se see retaliation in
said Tony Valdivia, director
of the Community Youth Gang as little as 30 minutes."
Set:\ ices who organized a program
Although Los Angeles is close F .
called Target Area Strategies.
identified with street gangs. ne:
Valdivia claimed a 40 percent
ther the problem nor the solution
crime reduction since January in
confined to Southern California.
south-central Los Angeles when
speakers said.
community groups cleaned up
Block said his department hears
graffiti and held parent education
regularly front law enforcement
classes.
Gangs have been in Los Angeles agencies around the country wantsince the turn of the century. The ing information on Los Angeles
strong sense of neighborhood that gangs.
united gang members then still
More federal and local governfuels most disputes today, said
ment money is needed, several
sheriff’sCapt. Ray Gott.
speakers said. Ict
Today, however, huge amounts kinds of grassroots programs that
of money are made on drug deals.
seem to work.
Trial began Wednesday for six
The biggest round of applause
men arrested in connection with
the seizure of more than 20 tons of came for Judge Jaime Corral of the
Juvenile Court. "We are willing to
cocaine and SI2 million in cash.
Lots of money leads to more and spend millions to keep the Raiders
in Los Angeles. yet we are unwilbetter weapons. Gott said.
"It used to he it would take ling to appropriate funds Ifor anti Corral said.
three or four days to round up the gang programs 1.
weapons." Gott said in an inter- "Where do our priorities lie -

Apple co-founder Jobs Sentence:
unveils new products
From page 1

APi
SAN FRANCISCO
Computer pioneer Steve Jobs uneiled four new products today that
he hopes will salvage his new company.
The products included a more
powerful. color -screen versit in of
the Next computer as well as an
entry-level. under -$5,000 model
half the cost of the current machine.
Jobs said the company had already received orders for more
than 15,000 of the new products.
In addition. Lotus Ikvelopment
Corp.. creator 01 the popular I -2- I
spreadsheet. .inruninced a nos
spreadsheet tot the Next computer.
called Lotus Intro%
The product pros ides a new approach to spreadsheets by enabling
users to click a mouse to view information. The software, designed
specifically for Ow Next computer.
uses plain English formulas.

Many other SIMV,are developers
ere cspectol to announce new
appl it ill IE Ells pis Trams for the Next
throughout the all -day news conference.
The new products were designed
to answer critics who say the Next
is too expensive, too slow, in need
of a color monitor and lacking
imaginative software that would
give people a compelling reason to
buy it.
The Next machine was supposed
to revolutionize personal computers. much as did the Apple computer invented by Jobs and Steve
Wozniak in 1976. and Jobs’ later
Macintosh.
Despite its sluggish start, no one
is predicting Nests demise. The
company is heavily capitalized.
and one of its principal owners. the
company
high-tech
Japanese
Canon Inc.. paid S1011 million for
a one -sixth share last v ear
vs

and pay a minimum fine of
$100,000.

Balgooyen was found
guilty of two counts of Federal Fish and Wildlife Law violations. He caught and illegally transported salamanders
from Oregon in 1986 and put
them in the SJSU Biological
Sciences Museum in an effort
to build up the number of
specimens to10,000. according to the memorandum.
In a non-related case, Balgooyen was also indicted on
two charges of filing false tax
returns. Balgooyen was found
not guilty on one count and
the jury was "unable to reach
verdict" on the second count.
Altschuler said that no
decision has been made as to
whether the tax case will be
re-opened.

111.RKTI 1..Y (AP) -- The Cm\ CiS11 14 C alifornia at
svs%
iupiiiu
celehten
as v oinipleielv e .u.11,ited
tOE the lirst tulle m its 117 -scar
history after an anonymous caller
threatened to explode tour bombs
at the school.
I took it seriously . hut I didn’t
It:el personally afraid.- said Dan
Silver. a psychology graduate student who was among more than
30,000 students. faculty and staff
evacuated for three hours on
Wednesday .
Police. the FBI and fire uilf vials
also took the threat seriously, ordering the evacuation of the 180avre campus between 4 p m and 7
p.m.
But the 5:26 p m threatened

AL DEFECTIVE

time tor the blasts passed without
mcident on the campus. which has
125 buildings
University spokesman Ray Col% ig said past homh threats have required cut:1011m of selected
buildings hut not the entire camfew instances,
pus Ile said m
bomb% have exploded and inured
campus stalt members.
Police (hid t Jennifer Harrison
said a package was found Wednesday in Hearst Mining Hall. hut it
wasn’t a bomb. She said it was "a
potential hoax device so H vs as
sent to the FBI lab in Washington
for analysis
Authorities also searched the
University of California’s administrative offices in Oakland as a pre-

WORSHIP
FELLOWSHIP FOR INFO CALL

Orli
!REALITY

CAMPUS PASTOR
GARY ALLDRIN
(415) 961-5781

C,HRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

FRIDAY NIGHTS at 7:30 DUNCAN HALL 135
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Swastikas,
racist remarks
haunt Hayward

TUNE-UP
---------------------------------------OFF 6 Month, 6,000 Mi.

5

GUARANTEE
on parts and
labor. Standard
ignition S5 extra

4295

Students
It \’u WARD (API
and staff are bewildered and angry
that vandals would paint fluorescent swastikas and racist remarks
at two Hayward schools.
"We’re outraged. It’s something we won’t tolerate in Hayward or our high school." said
Larry Ratio, principal at Hay ward
High School. vrthich \vas painted
with sc.:1.11Kit. and racial epithets
Tuesday
Similar derogatory slogans and
the letters KKK were painted on
the King Intermediate School on
Sunday. No suspects have been
identified in either incident, said
police Sgt Craig Calhoun.
In Union City. swastikas were
painted on a family’s garage last
Thursday and on Sept. II Archie
Mac Gilbert discovered a burning
wooden cross on her front lass n
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cautton.
A San Francisco television str
non. KRON Channel 4. reported
that a man called the bomb threat
to the station and to police before
11 a.m.
According to the station. the
bomber claimed to he a memho
a group called the "Untied Unit
cation of Something."’ The caller
claimed the group placed four
bombs tin campus in order to protest weapons testing and the United
States’ presence in the Middle
East
KRON assignment editor Glenn
Adams said that after the caller issued the threat the caller said.
"I’ve done all I can do I have to
hang up."
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suriVkA STARTER KIT

Caller threatens to bomb Berkeley;
police order evacuation of campus
T.!!

BIBLE STUDY

FULL OF DREAMS

Everything for a good night’s sleep. except the kiss
Our STARTER KIT tote bag has it all - down/feather
twin size comforter, pillow, a duvet cover and pillow
ease to make up a bed for dreams to come true
limited to stock an hand 0 tkandla Down ONO

$199
Speotly pnoed

VALLEY FAIR
SHOPPING MALL
985-0311
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Beethoven Center celebrates anniversary, big grant

Curator Patricia Elliot displays a bronze life
mask and sketches of Beethoven. They are

Anna Marie Remedios- Daily staff photographer
currently on display at the Brilliant Beethoven Center, sixth floor of Wahlquist Library.

By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff writer
Rejoicing in its recent good fortune. the Ira F. Brilliant Beethoven
Center will have two reasons to
celebrate this weekend.
The center not only will be commemorating its fifth anniversary, it
has also just learned it was chosen
to receive a large grant from California State Library.
The grant. totalling $47.521.
was awarded to the Beethoven
Center to fund its bibliography
project last month.
News of the grant has come at a
busy time for the employees at the
center, who are preparing the festivities l’or Sunday.
The celebration at the center will
be highlighted by a Sunday concert
by pianist Jeanne Stark. According
to the center’s curator Patricia Elliott, an eight-minute dco ill he
shown Sunday during the open
house at the center, which is located in Wahlquist Libary North.
The center is the most complete
gathering of information concerning &oho\ en in Northern America. according to Elliott.
At 3 p.m. there will also be a
pre-concert lecture in the Music
Building Concert Hall by Beethoven Center Director William Meredith covering Beethoven’s late
piano sonatas.
"The lecture will be said in a
way sit 12% eryone can understand.’
said Meredith.
The concert, which is partially.
funded by the Institute of Arts and
1.etters. is slated to begin at 4 p.m.

Hoop-it-up tourny set this weekend
By Susanna Cesar
Daily staff writer
S.T. Saffold put down the last ’If you can walk, talk and like basketball, you can
paper in his office in Administration Room 242 on Wednesday and sign up.’
Al Canetta,
quickly shed his shirt and tie for a
organizer of the basketball tournament
pair of navy shorts and high tops.
One half-hour later. SJSU’s
ombudsman was running down a take place across the country this turing KEZR disc jockey. a slambasketball court with a rainbow of year. Last year the event raised dunk contest and San Jose’s mayor
sweats, shorts and niqe other $6.(100,1nEtlw charity.
Torn MeEnery will demonstrate
sweaty pen**
his long-distance shooting skills.
=0’"Ies
Saffolik464.- weir tifalticing for said Al
Late-comers can still register
Efflzer of
the "Hoop it Up- three-on-three the event.
their teams of four (three players
basketball tournament that will
People can come see "Hoop it and one back-up) Friday night for
take place this weekend in down- Up" this weekend. Almaden Road $75. and people who want to help
town San Jose.
between San Carlos and Santa are welcome.
The tournament debuteed in San Clara streets will he closed to make
"If you can walk, talk and like
Jose last year. and Saffold’s team room tor 50 portable basketball basketball on can sign up." Canof over-40s won the "older than courts and booths.
etta said. Last year the players ages
dirt’ categiiry.
The fun begins Friday night ranged front 12-70.
The tournament will benefit the from 6 p.m. -10 p.m. at the San
Canetta will be up before dawn
Santa Clara County Special Olym- Jose Civic Auditorium. There will Saturday morning setting up for
pies and is one of many that will he a celebrity three-on -three fea- the more than 71/0 teams that are

PRAST’LNr S

for the weekend
of Sept. 21

Events: The Electric Love Hogs
I realize that it sounds like sex toy for farm animal freaks, but it’s
really the name of a hot band playing at the Cactus Club Friday
night. Their sound is like the Red Hot Chili Peppers with a dash of
metal. They are on their way up, fast.
Events: SJSU Jazz Ensemble
The group will be performing on campus this weekend to help
raise money for their trip to Japan, where they will perform and
teach.
Nightfly Pris show’s up at the Daily each Thursday to tell us and you where to go and
what to do each Weekend. Pristine’s opinions are her own, but we usually agree. She can
occasionsally be reached at (408)924-3280.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
FALL 1990 PLEDGE CLASS.
FROM THE MEN OF

ATO
Steve Bailey
Jeff Blaskower
Jeff Bleier
Mark Caires
Brent Carlson
Matt Dunnett
Scott Gephart
Mike Hensley
Randy Krenzin
Gabe Leon
Dan Lindenthal
Cassidy Markee
Greg Nielson

1.

Eric Nye
John O’Connor
Maurissio Palassio
Darren Pagtakhan
Sean Prasad
Mike Reynolds
Steve Sousa
Rick Tttsworth
Louis Valencia
Gabe Vesci
Daniel Wan
Jason Wood
Scott Yettrnan

,Alpha Tau (10nuityl Jrntrrnitu
Epsilon Chi Chapter

expected to play. The San Jose
Mercury News predicts that 50,000 will attend during this year’s
hours ( X a.m.-5 p.m.).
In addition to the tournament.
there will various contest throughout the day where players can
spend 51-2 for a chance to win
$15.(XX), a trip to Hawaii or a 12 pack of Pepsi.
See HOOP, page 6

Joe knows
Indian poetry
By Sheltie Tem
Daily staff writer
Rita Joe, a Native American
poet. will read her poetry in traditional Indian attire in the Spartan
Memorial Chapel noon Monday.
Joe lives on the Eskasoni Reservation near Cape Breton, Nioro
Scotia. She will discuss life as an
Indian as well as read poems. sing.
chant and play the drums. She will
also bring authentic items from her
tribe such as wampum. which are
shells that the American Indians
used as money. and traditional
head-dresses.
Joe has published two books
poetry. "Poems of Rita Joe"Song of Eskasoni. She was ak
the subject of "The Song Says it
All." a film produced by the Department of Education in Halifax
The poetry reading.
sponsored by the Center li
ary Arts, is a free program and is
the first performance in the Ethnk
Women Writers series this semester.
Joe’s appearance is also sponsored by the American Indian Science and Engineering Society. For
more information call 924-137K.

Communicate In Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
-Presentations
-Displays
-Charts/Graphs

-Transparencies
-Sales Flyers
-Even Copy From Slide’l

kinkosr

the copy center
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
295-4336
310 5. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112
Across From Mc:Donal:1s

in the Collier( I lad. I he cost is $:*i
for students and SIO for general
admission. "Which is still a bargain to hear Jeanne Stark." Elliott
said.
Stark, a highl regarded classical pianist. was horn in Belgium.
She has performed extensively
with the Berkeley Symphony Orchestra. Other performances include orchestras from New York
the Southern France.
Both Mozart and Beethoven will
he performed by Stark. "Two of
the world’s most popular composers." Meredith said.
As if the presence of such an esteemed pianist isn’t entnigh. Meredith is especial k excited about the
grant.
’Receiving the grant in and of
itself is recognition of the center’s
significance.’’
Meredith said.
**There were iittl
tko grants
awarded in this catei,lor
The grant is kir the purpose of
producing a "massi c-cithiprehen.
‘l ye hlhilograPh on its "" Corn’

’niter data base. tilloti said.
"The data base will be the first :
of its kind for any classical composer." Meredith said.
The goal is for people from
over the norld to he able to access
the data base.
Both Meredith and Elliott would.
like to encourage anyone who is
interested in Beethio en to stop k
and take ads :image ot the resources . Me center is open trout I5 p.m v,eckda s.
"The center has about 1.600 books on Beethm en and related
subjects. I 3110 bust and earl
published during his Winne) 0.11 lions of Beetho en’s work. 2 original manusci ipts. compact discs.
ond ’deo topes that can he utili/ed
hs lie S.ISL community." Elliott
said.
-The purpose of the center is to
he a resource tor people who want
to knovk mine about Beethm en
whether thm are students or music
historians irom around the world."
Meredith ...did.

REACH THE SPARTANS
DAILY!
If you’re a local business owner or
private party, here’s your chance to
reach a market of over
35,000 students and
r
faculty who
AMIN(
patronize
. Entertainment
. Dining
,Student
Services
Call your Spartan Daily
Ad Rep at 924-3270

(AN

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
Proudly Present their
tall 1990 Pledge Class

’hi I trty Aragon
Alex ranks
Debbie 13(ofeLd
Clina Contreras
Cristina Darla
Dana Edwards
Danielle foss
trenda Ciarcia
Alexia Kirst
Anna Lombardo

ELisa Mendoza
Stacie Onstad
Lisa Parker
Debbie Puku
Kiva Qualls
Sonja Rashid
flonUa Rice
jenny Sabatino
Suzie Thrash
Michele Whitten

GRE
GMAT
LSAT MCAT
Stanley H. Kaplan presents
A FREE Graduate Admissions
Seminar In San Jose!
Learn more about Graduate School Admissions’
Master the applications process!
Find out how Stanley H. Kaplan can help you boost
your score on the GMAT, GRE, LSAT, or MCAT!
Join us for pizza and sodas!

Monday, September 24
San Jose Kaplan Center
Call now to reserve
o
0(citsk your slice and space!
0
STANLEY IL KAPL&N
’P..9afi

0

fake 101)1.1110r Mkt’ Your( hant cs

1 -800-950-PREP
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Administrator joins jazz ensemble for ’amusement’
Serena Stanford surprises colleagues with dancing ability
and organization among the ’heavy duty paper shuffling’
By Amanda I Icit.o

Daily staff writer

Sean Frame - Special

’This makes her even
more fantastic.’

To the surprise ot mans ot her
collegues. Serena Stanford, Associate Academic Vice President/Graduate Studies and Research at SJSU. will hop. shuffle
and skip across the stage this
weekend during a series of sendoff shows for the jazz dance ensemblc at SJSU.
"She is an incredibly busy person, terribly well organized, and
it’s great that she can do something
like this." said David Grey. a journalism professor at SJSU.
Grey has known Stanford for
more than 20 years. He said there
is a lot of talent in the faculty, as
well as in administration.
"This makes her even more fanLou
Mary
said
tastic,"
Lewandowski, Associate Dean,
Associate Academic Vice President/Graduate Studies. She is also
amazed that Stanford is able to do
this along with all the "heavy-duty
paper shuffling- that she does.
"I’m just delighted and can’t wait
to see it," LCWandowsk i said.
The jazz dance ensemble accepted an invitation to perform in
Okayama, Japan (San Jose’s sister

to the Daily

The KIR; jazz ensemble will perform in San Jose’s sister city,
allla. Japan. They will also perform tonight on campus.

- Marylou Lewandowski,
Associate Academic Vice
President/Graduate Studies.
city) and this weekend are two
shows and a dress rehearsal which
Stanford will participate in.
Although Stanford is not travel ing to Japan, she said it is terrific
that the group is able to make such
a unique cultural exchange. "The
arrangement is great for us and
equally good for Japan." said
Stanford.
After hanging up her tap shoes
32 years ago as a junior in college.
Stanford said she should have nervous feelings about this weekend
but that they haven’t surfaced yet.

dancers to Japan. According to 1969 as a lucid’) member iii the
Stanford, she approved S1.000 Communication Studies Department and has moved around during
worth of support.
her 21 years at SJSU.
One week later and after
When she was younger. Stanfriendly
conversations
about
dance. Macdonald asked if Stan- ford had ambitions to become a
ford would be interested in parti- professional dancer hut does not
paling. Stanford soon became the regret the decision she made to
dance captain for the number enter the universt i s) stem.
"42nd Street." Having a great
With a "full plate" in the oftime and loving it, Stanford admits lice. Stanford learned the routine
it is "just amusement for me."
at home from a ’deo tape. The rehearsing and sweating with the
Stanford
(having
lift
real
"It’s a
in the show) and it shows that the group at least twice a week since
administration can he proficient in school began in August reminded
Stanford of the physical fitness and
the arts." said Macdonald.
stength it takes to be a dancer.
"It’s very nice of the dancers in
As for Stanford’s future in
Annette’s company to put up with
dance. she said it will remain casme." Stanford said.
ual and that she "might take AnShe began her career at SJSU in nette’s tap class next semester."

zrs

The dance club, through Annette Macdonald, director of the
ensemble and a dance professor at
SJSU, asked the University Foundation. which Stanford is in in\ Ived in. for money to send the
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SJSU jazz ensemble to play in Japan
By Amanda Helen

lite eight-member ensemble,
made up of SJSU alumni, present
Working with the best group students and one guest artist, hopes
ever." SJSU dance professor An- to "spread the image of jazz as a
note Macdonald is taking her jail theater dance and legitimize jazz as
dance ensemble to perform in the an art form" not commercially.
Okayama International Festival Macdonald said,
’90 in San Jose’s sister city
"I’m excited. It’s going to be a
Okayama. Japan.
good experience and to see what
Following a suggestion by Ma- they think ot our dance." said
sako Yamamoto. a former student Helen McSweeney. a fourth year
of Macdonald’s. an invitation was dunce major at SJSU.
sent out last spring from the vicePamela Russell. an SJSU gradmayor’s office in Okayama. en- mita. feels honored to be representto
perform
in ing San Jose during the trip to
couraging the group
Japan .
Japan. "It’s fantastic.’ she said.
The letter, according to Lori
From Cab Calloway to MaStahl, SJSUpublicoillairs officer. Aetna, the ensemble will explore
said.tharthe SISitkilaz, Dance liw -ft grsvonno of jazz style from the
semBtoulallik’ the -periect-1111("s orM1 the present during its
choice to represent the dedicated per-romances in San Jose this
and friendly spirit of the San Jose weekend and later in Japan.
community here in Okayama.Tonight and Saturday night
Daily stall writer

there will be two send-off ’,II,’ \\ II’
which Serena Stanford of the SJSU
Graduate Studies Department will
tap dance in "42nd Street."
The ensemble will be taking the
Okayama mayor a gift package
from the San Jose Mayor’s Office
including engraved cups. photographs of the city and a letter front
the mayor. said Bert Genii/ from
the mayor’s office.
According to Macdonald, Toshiba America Inc.. Sunnyvale
was a major financial contributor
to the ensemble’s trip. Its intentions as a donator were to establish
better relations between Americans
and the Japanese as a cultural experience.
,
Many peiipledo,nYwant to fund
arts as much as literacy or science,
Macdonald said.
During their time overseas. the

Alt
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’It’s going to be a good
experience and to see
what they think of our
dance.’

At.our
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- Annette Macdonald,
SJSI. dance professor
groups will he staying with Japanese families. cutting their cost tremendously according to Macdonald, "We are looking forward to
it.’’ she said of living with families
from another culture.
General admission tickets for
the send-off shows are S7 and S5
.1lekets
for SiudEritkNVIIinnc.
call 924-4582. or they are available at the door. Both shows begin
at g p.m. in the Spartan Complex
Dance studio room 219.
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Clasitied
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENTAL SERVICES

52001300 per week
Full A part time

STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN

BE A MOBILE DISC JOCKEY’ SIO hr
Most work weekends Equipment
training Included Call 734.0242
BEVERLY HERITAGE HOTEL’ Great
Job’ Work with poop* Bell.,
son P T 4 prn-11 pm Good DMV

1-600455-3225
VISA

OR

MASTERCARD. EyS’, it
bankrupt or bad credit’ We Gust
anl. you a card or double your
money back Cali 10061102-7556
tr. M1103

56-16 25 hr CDR 446-3953

HONDA ELITE 87 lo miles exclnl
cond Greet mileage 51100 obo
Call Kathy at 669 1133 M & F ah
lom Tue an 7 Sal A Sun
SEIZED CARS trucks boats 4.1.1
ers motor...es by FBI IRS
DEA Available your area now
C 1235

1964 PLYMOUTH COLT’ Clean
&Me hbah mileage 51500
264.2647

roll
Cell

FOR SALE
AUTO.HE Al 014 LIFE HOME
SIM* Fenn Insurance Co
MORYN STAR
1799 Hamilton Ave S J
Cell 2663042
MATTRESS SETS’ New twin.
US lull SRS queen $145 king

REDS

5188 You get both piece* Chest.
beds daybeds bunkbeds 599
up Dresser moml rutestend
headboard Four mere bedroom
S199
Chest of &ewers
set
1051745 0900
FUTONS"’ 1.1g. selection $9 di
count .060 purchase Bring this
ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Winchester Blvd Sun Jose 11 7
mile south of 2801 Call 796 6151
REREPOSSED VA A HUD HOMES
aveilabie horn government from
II without Red. check You re
Also far delirHorint Infer*
mires Call 18051682 7566 ex; H
ISI3 tor leo Ill
pair

WHOI FSAI F
VIDEO GAMES
Nintendo Ganes* TO 16
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
tinitel to save your.I1
g money’ 9.10.0 10
7 days week’ Call Mdey
ten more into VISA MC
ca. Now 1415075 9000 0.
140412361000
WATERBED FOR SOLE" 130 good
condition Please cell DEBBIE at
924.1297
TIARA heed
piece Novel worn’ Who* sire
1)14 p.14 07 000 *along $5000’
best offer Cad ION at 749-1130 or

WEDDING

DRESS

11

14131 104 0118

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS FOR THE
ENVIRONMENT
CAMPAIGN Lvtlh
C AL PIRG

JAL DEFECTIVE

COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
stab
needed at local residential Holt.
lies for young ’dubs 1. ecloNS
cent.
autism & elated disabili.
lies FT PT positions avail Start

AUTOMOTIVE

Call 11051682 7555 a

Plea. apply In person 1620 Bar.
bar Ln intersect 11110 Montague

credit union
Apply at 3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Cler (Between Icon

SPRING BREAK Christmes summer
travel FREE Air coml.. needed
and

cruiseship
lobs
1805/682-7555. yet S-1062

Calf

misted tlekls Call Mon -Fro 9-5 pm
et 377.5412 or 377.1494

trade shows a. showroom Size
medium Phase call .415) 717

DOWNTOWN REST

is IHing racer,

non clots entry word proces’
PT A FT ...Ian, ne9151 Please
call 280.6161 or 374 5 lel St
GET INTO A great Industry data 6 lel.
communications Near Spartan
Stadium Base plus hug* corn
mission Saks. position no experience necessary 110,15O19 hours
WOMEN WELCOME lo WOMEN
owned busInees, CIII Paby or
John 01993.11161
INSTRUCTORS & COACHES. Pert
inne instructors for elementary
Pan time coaches tor mid school
Credential not required Call 2455040
F
Sales
enc.
AVAIL
JOBS
naming accounting and ednunrs
Jaya
411 linguini.
’tenon
nese English
No
lee
PERSONA at 4630505

Call

PRODUCT MARKETING MGT
Sports minded people needed tor
manadyment
Santa Clara Mot
position
esary we
9307

No sperienre net
nein Call CE el 492

TECH support
SALES CLERICAL
PT mornings Positions available
Small softwar co downtown S
Call Rene* Anny at 298-0826
SAL ES.E1 EC TRIC AL We are look.,
for a limited number of peopte to
run through a free sates training
prowl.. If accepted Hs will a
mot you with your ninon* inter
viewing skills and placement as
"lance Posillon are employer
paid Requires onod communir a
lion skills C all BRIAN KOPP at
VITP tor en inter.. 14131273
1031
ONE,
WANTED
SALESPERSONS
LISH SPANISH hi Onside only No
Fiesible
neressery
Hiperionc
guarani..d
wag.
AUTO
SAL ES
el AC K BURN .
C40129211121 1334$ tat St SJ
hatur

SECURITY

SERVICES
COUNSELING’. Indiyklual and couples therepy Abordable Rites
Call ALISON ACTON ME CC st

beechy looking girls to model tor

2161
TEACHER

AIDE SUBS
School -Age
Center alter school Hours 3 pm -6
pm All mapars and energetic Indviduals encouraged
toll.
Cell Gordner

to

apply

Children

Center at 140819981343 Close to
SJSU
TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
is hiring pert.time
students tor all types
of childcere programs
Flesible schedutee
early ama late pm
positions avail immediately
Cell 267.73206 units
P E recreation or
ethic &lion undo pref

UNION

Cod talents Send us your
signature along with 5.4
SASE ovat computerized report
Ladous Analysis P0 Bo. 93603

Call now. 942-0191 923-3956
John or Pauline
AAAH, Too many reports and not
enough time, LET ME DO THE
TYPING’ Resumes form papers

San Jose. Ca 93123
CARE. parldlow. licensed
flabby 14 Iv’ 6 months I year
Cali 2864457

INFANT

PERSONALS

term papers theses mum.. let
tors group protects etc APA
spelling grerniner
specialist
punCluetiOn check Available 7
days smell by appointment Call
ROI 274-3664
EXPERIENCED FAST
WORD Processors, familiar
with APA Tumble’, formals

resumes loners & more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET

236-6759

resumet
transcription
theses legal papers .0.11109 lists
984 5203
Call
etc
graphics
taps

today.
SANTA CLARA EDITORIAL
Attention ENGINEERING
Students and nonvtati.
speakers’ Let me help

140812404466
your

Proceesing

Word

needs Term pa
Pars reports theses etc LASER
PRINTER FREE promoter spel
punc check Reasons.. ,.to.
and Graphic

12 minutes
OuiCit !unwound
horn campus Call KATE at TKII
focally Typing (4061261-0750
TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Won; done proteseionally
accords/1y quickly A 00113
smile’ Handouts *Earns
Hers resumes papers WC
DEBBIE S SECRETARIAL
SERVICES

FAST

ACCURATE
COMPUTER
WORDPROCESSOR 99 .1 liarnil.

WORK SMART NOT HARD’
Mayo your papers typed
Convenient II efficent
on -campus pick-up delivery
Macintosh& Leser printer
Can 14081395-3768

you vottri reumee Wore
and report. Very mesonabh Technical writing
background Meese call

SERVICING

Cali CECIL IA 012234102
Word processing 114 hr
32 50 page whichever is less’

294-1833
50d. oft w SJSU ID

Have Something
to Sell,
Call
924-3277
or
Is There
Something You
Want to Buy?
Just Look Here
in the
Classifieds.
You Just Might
Find It!

TYPING -WORD PROCESSING

!MIN OM 11140

4.111.111=11 OMEN 1.11111111111 MIMI= 11=11.11=IMIMMINENEMMIMISIONNI

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

(COUnt appro*,mately 21 lelfers and spaces to,

Minimum three lines on one day
Each
One

Two

Three

Four

Five

Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

Day

3 LISPS

$5 00

$6 00

56 70

5

740

$800

$1 50

4 Lines

$600

$670

S740

$

8 10

$880

$2 00

5 Lines

$700

$740

$810

$880

$ 9 60

$300

6 Lines

$800

$870

$940

$10 10

$1080

$3 50

Extra

Each Additional true $1 00
Pont

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5.9 Lines

10-14

$7000

Name

I. ines $9000
_

Adffress_ _

15-19 1irues 5110 00

avaiialtte incitiorvg spaces andounffystons
* AN classfed adveoseetents must Sloe tot in ac.ancit

pr,,

Earn tine nas 23 spaces

A T HOT IC NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings al
6 304 0 00 PM Campus Cluistlan
Center 10th 1 San Carlo. For
more into about other artholies
rail Father Mart Remy m Sider
Judy Ryan at 216 0204

(408) 924-3277
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City & State

i

Enclosed is 5_

Announcements

Greek

Services

Alit, imut,ve

fteip Wanted

Stereo

Computers

ilousino

or Sale

S Baywood Ave San Joe@

$END CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located inside WLN 102

ORGASMIC

I DM& F owl(’

Travel

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

yping
San Jose State University

Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication

Personal
San Jose

i UTNE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 AM et
10H A

"PS

Circle I Clessillcation

Ft FCTP101. YSIS
INK" Unwanted
hair removed tore.. Specie**.
nonlidential Your very own probe
or disposable Colt 707 UN 135

Campus Chrislien Center

Call RAJU

E ri90.01 PAP.. obr KKK laity
FREE spellcheck storage
Low-cost witting A graphics

ton A Winchester Cell SHIRLEY
II 374.3519 KATHY at 379-1111/1

WORD PROCESSING
LETTER QUALITY
Printing copes etc,
Papers resumes II more

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ Ooallty guaranteed
Competitive rates Tenn papers

Call Paul Virginia -2514449

Afford.* acct..* A
last’ Spell Gram ck .1
Close to campus
eirkuo avail

Cell 972-1563

FREE spell check
Help with grarnmer
Reasonable rates
Minimum 52 per page

lot rsdons papers theses
resume* svhalover Science 1

ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports lerm papers

’usury cot .nsuous By..
Colby Decligeber 2519130
A receive 154. dl.cunt
fre etticlents S. faculty
57, F Camphoii Ave CIT

LETTER QUALITY
COMPUTER PROCESSING

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
typist
iserving
Professional
SJSU for 4 mac nigh giddily

at 972-4992

Entienc your natural beauty’
Hove natural looting beautiful
eystorcmslips-cheelis & the

HOUSING

STILl AVAILABLE’? Warn 2 510 opts
with FREE cable 111k microweve
Seco.ity type bids 2 Mks troy.
campus Meet to, up to four
ackill Cali 9470401

at WRITE TYPE
140812947438

hoses etc Grad A undergo.
Ayal4ble days eyes & weekends
by spot Laser Printer Call ANNA

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by TRISH

10 STUDENTS NEEDED ASAP. Earn
irxtr CHRISTMAS cash Call 727
4071 sod ash tor DEBBY’

ing bicycle recke CW17611-9157

English leCher essiSt
you in Improving pour
G P A Foreign students
welcome Coll BARBARA

AAAAAA HA’
NO TIME to type pool
paper resume,
Wotan type it FAST and NEAT
with LOW RATE for students
As low as 52 page’

HANDWRITT11113 ANALYSIS
Discover your hidden strengths

DIREC-

SJSU 780 S 1 fh Street 2 bdrot 2
bath remodeled and very clean
Ample perking
97504800 me
sundry on site security build-

also help Let this

TYPING

THE STUDENT UNION Is now hiring
tor cuelodiel position
Contact
THE STUDENT
TOR OFFICE

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gel the best grode
Good spelling end gramme,

Term papers reports
thews resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

52 Pfn PPP

EXPERIENCED

punctuation grammar assistance
All wort. guaranteed. Call PAM
247-26131 6 am-flprn for worryfree
prol.skanal dependable service

Call 097.3647 and ask
for ARLENE’

EDITORIAL. RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultation billow.
piste materials and editing eery
Hee Final draught preparation

AND

wordprocessing’ Term papers reports. group papers resumes, lot
kers theses etc Letter quality’ All
format. plus APA SPELCHEK

Make your Christmas
Mans NOW’

(415)641 5036
SWIMWEAR MODEL WANTED Citrus
Too Hot Bra011’ Seeks healthy

hs,. at 984 6076 Monday Friday
10.’2 prn 2 4.1 64 pm

WHERE DO YOU
want to go’’, Hawaii
Mexico Europe US
Low oirtares’

2313219S

A S. Tomes) 727.41165

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME lot autistic children FTliPT Great.
lot psych special ad or

DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL phone to search No seles San Jose office
5850.57 906, Part time Call Bat-

creases Call ANDY now at 2930120

14151962-8601

BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer uniform vacation
pay .0.4 11.01 in and

AFFORDABLE

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS. TWA otters
10% ob any published tare Purchase your TWA student discount
card now and beet the *re In-

your design or logo
Coll BRAINSTORM

companies

visits el no charge
FO. brochure.*
AS office or call

TRAVEL

Earn money for your fraternity
sorority club or business by sel1.
ing silbscreened T.Shirts with

No Experience Necessary
Vanguan1 *looking for
Mend* people lo work
al sate secure high tech

Cell JAMES et 14151323-S364

Enroll Now’
Save your teeth eyes
and money loo
Cleanings end office

EVELYN 270-8014

San Cario For more int/fond o
call Rev Nod;
about ectivitie
FIrnhaber at 298-0204

$7-58 TO START
Weekly Pay
Immediate Interviews
With Regular Raises
Full Time or Part Time

to strengthen the
lederalclean air act
and Is pass BIG GREEN"

ies

age

am

misoom

ems me

California 95192-0149

mm Immo am ow

P40 refunds

dates only

on cancelled

Ism mem tiva am Nei am ow
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sew
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Florida Gators face sanctions

Martini in control

S\ WIT. I 1.1 I \i’)
I’httu’sdas was I midgeiiieulm d.us for
Florislas mmiltleimc program. and
Stese Spurrier won’t speculate
alsout where the (;ators stand in the
ev es of the 5(55
Sus sears ;diet wee’s fig one ot
the stittest penalties in 5C.5.5 hisIs a S\ Millie sanctions
tOrV
again alter acknow [edging manir
rules s iolations in its 104411;111 and
haskellsall programs.
In 11)114, Horisla lotelvall was
slapped with tsso sears prohation

Hoop:

I’m SS lilt’s! II
1101 ils kill, mai 0i: curled undet tinnier coacli Charley
Fell. fliis time. luii,iln,uhi and basketball ss cue sciutint/eil iltirmg a
tssit-y ear ins esugation that 1)1.4).Am:et’ to allegations of ss rongdoing and eilsi
Galen Mill anti haskellsall coach
Nun III SlOall Meir

School pestilent lohn lannharsh
expects to heal twin

conunnicc on intl.:non, 1,1.
then di., Li.. its Inhinw, al a nc,%.
Pnwslunsin ,ouid
ran,,..2; how a ,cinen,c ;is li.,21n is a
tern inland to the

Front page 4
began in 19tih ins
-I loop it t
. he
5.151’ giaduate
idea stinek IS silicas’ and now the
tom [laments are plaesl in 21 sines
and aised ",2(i3. Its) for local v hal
Ines last veal..
lilt ci elll
10 5.151’ last
sear ss hen one ol Murphy
Chi liatrinty brothers. Larry I.is
ingstoiL decided to make the lour.
nament local.
"It’s a good sis lc event that
brings everyone together to play
some good slice! Ivaskethall- just
like in the park... I .is ingston said.
Livingston said the es ell’ drills.,
lo
people

SIICillied

suspension ot mu sport
’,owns
tor one or isso seals
re reads to get it osei
ssith. and hopettills the decision
ss ill he one that ssi: like... Spurrier.
tooMall coach.
the cinient
said " I hat last Islaek cloud
mg user Us is 1111011l iii be 1110%%11
.1%%;1
Spui I ler

voultin’i
speculate
samions or how
lImes might al beet his team_ which
is 2-0 and ianked 10th this week
.111.1 ,IIISS el 111:11 ss IIII0111 knoss
ing" is hat the lN(’ 5 5’s decision
ss ill he, he said.

We make the call...

tiC

SJSU at UNLV: SJSU, 26-15
Shea wins battle of rookie coaches

* Oregon State at Stanford: Stfd, 36-15
Cardinal finally wins one

Cal

at Washington St.: Cal, 26-23

Bears win squeaker in Pac-10 opener

Atlanta at SF 49ers : SF, 31-18
World-class athletes don? go to Atlanta until 1996

1990 forecast record: 5-2
Note: Picks are a majority vote of the sixperson Spartan Daily sports staff.

Daily tile photo
mance against Fresno State last year. The senior rallied the Spartans but MI short, 31-30.

S,ISI quarterback Ralph Alartini yanked
into the spotlight %s ill] an impressise perfor-

ROBERT DE NIRO
RAY LIOTTA
JOE PESCI

Quarterback settles
into SJSU backfield
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer
It’s Tuesday night and SJSU
quarterback Ralph Martini is
home waiting for the season premiere of "Coach." a football oriented television smcom.
Each v,eek. Martini looks forward to the show. The recreation
and ’cisme studies major hopes
to enter the coaching profession
after graduation frimi SJSI
The premiere. boss es er. is
next %seek. No problem \larnin
changes the channel ans. ss ate 1.i es
a replay of Saturdas ’s
Stanford game
\ lartma 23. adapting to
slainve .ind dealing v,ith advers has e been big parts of his
litc.
Born in New York. Martini is
the son of an Air Furce colonel.
rhe family with eight children
had lised in Italy and Ohio.
;inning other places. hetore soiling in Rocklin. a small tosi,n
near Sacramento.
It was line tor me to lise
\ls
there...
Martini said.
brother Frank and I were into
sports. Dad didn’t want us to
mose lie took sports into consideration
Thus. the family stayed in
217
ROdi.1111 Vs here the 6-2’
pound Nlarinn attended Roseville
ligh School. lettering and earning honors in loothall hasehall.
and basketball. Ile played linebacker, although he played quarterback v, hen called on.
’l’.seitiiiic sue needed something done. I swirls’ do it. said
%Ski in I inib v, as named
to the In st team as .111 all-purpose
phis et iii ( i ml ui ii. ss ms an all.
state gild sc It’s min and plated ui
Mc North - South Shrine Ail -Star
( mine
W ith those credentials. Martini t (Mimed high school friend
13 semi iii Brigham Young
’nisi:1..11y
Bosco. the BYI’
quatterhack at the inne minI nov,
an assistant snitch \s till the team.
Ss a. -kind of an idol of mine
Mai tun sail.
nterme as a hes11111i111. \
11111 did DOI uitcimd iii his ille
much early success
’I 55 .1’
t:oingiii phis on the minim ii sai.
sity team and use a ear .1) eligihilits .’ he said
iii is’ es er. BY( needed some
help at the light end position.
,tu ilium. to Martini, of the Ilse
tight Culls on the sarsay team.
’nit’ quit mini tIn et: %% eh: inured.
Slier hem,: asked to till the gap.
51amin ss as eles.11ed 10 the sarsifs team and adapted to the new
In ,sit ion
proh’liii Oar
but 1 %%mild
ahls
!..et to learn the Oh:Ilse,. Martini
mid
Fads 011, hillike% ii. I.1111111

did pitiv and caught touchdown
passes. his only issii receptions
of the regular season. against
ersity of
Utah State and the I
New Mexico. Ile explained.
"The quarterback rolled out.
threw it up for grabs and I caught
.
Alter that. Martini "played
sparingly . although he caught a
pass in the 19146 Freedom Bowl
against UCLA.
In 19/47. he switched to quarterback. hoping to get more play-

It took us a while to
get used to coach’s
new terminology, but
offensively we are
starting to get used to
each other,
understand each other
a little better.’
Ralph Martini,
51St quarterback
mg time at ter Bosco graduated.
lIe redshirted with another quarterback t Mintunately tor Martini. dial lillarlerhaek \v as current
Benonan Trophy candidate Ty
Dewier.
Martini again had to adapt.
li two cr. he heat Detmer in the
1987 spring game. ss here Martini
ss as on one team and !Miner was
on the other. ’Liking over at
quarierhack to start the second
hall doss n 21-.1. Martini dress
tom It lit hdi,ssn passes and led
Ins team to a 31_2(s sid,,r
Despite imidueling Deimei iii
the 19%7 spring game. Mown’
decided Iii transter Ile said thrn
personal Feast ins aided bits decision to lease 1111
ss mined to et, tin a school
!leaf Ili Mlle.- Malik sail!
Ile lot iked di iv ii Ilighsa
,toiv aid Fresno State -I liked
Fresno. but when
ry hotly kept say mg that I \lark
Barman would he a tour -scat
starter.
"1 kilos, that (S.IS(’ guar
terhacks Ken) I au/ and alasin»
Schmid %sere sewn’ s So
here ;Ind ledshlrl
il I9KK... Martini said
Martini aga in had to adjust,
losing the starting spot in IWO to
\ Litt Veatch.
’ Atts second
some quarterback thinks that he
in do the job. lint I supported
the coaching stall’s der 1,11)n. Mai tun’s role. him es Cr. did
not diminish In tact. his pertor
man,: against Fresno State
coned him the starting role in
moot 5.1.51 s hod’ three games.
will, 7: Up remaining in the
tesno Slate came. and SlSl
I

r

as

111Cre

I

Odell

10

.

es

trailun: 31-17. Nlaitun enteicd
laigineering two (Irises. the
completed 5-ol-0 passes tor
KS v alai.. threw tor one touchdow it and ran tor another to
make the score 31 -30.
"It Was list a great teellia
We thought we had the ganie
sev,n up.- Martini said.
Martini remembered that game
lot moto animal purposes as he
entered practice this spring.
Veatch. also looking to maintain
the starting position. later underwent elhov. surgerv and is
redshirtmg this season. For Mai tini. the quarterback position ss is
his to lose. And he almost did
"I had a had spring game and
coac h (head cach
o
Terry Sheol
opened it up to others. Ile
thought the competan in %souk’
he good
"’In the all, 1 v,orked out
rcalls haid.- said \lawn!. ss ho
heat out semin \like Ionian and
sophomore Jell ( iarcia tor the
starting joh about I I davs before
the season began.
Since then. Martini has continued to deselop. " It took us a
ss hole to get used to ciiach’s ness
terminology. hut 01 l cii sist’ Is sic
are starting to get used to each
tither. understand each other a
little better." Martini said.
’Mat understanding is helpful
to his mentality Martini belies es
people think he is cocky because
’people think all WI’s are
cocky I am not cocky. hut 1 am
emit Mein .
With
Martini’s cunt Mei,
are his sailfish
grossing. so
In 12 games at 5.151’. mosi
those as reser s e. the senior 11
completed Sh percent ot
passes tiK I .64..4 sari]s and eight
touchtimk Its Iniludcd m duise
shillsiles Skits his 27 for 4 per tot mance tor .314 sad, a,iainst
is last %seek
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’Ile know, %%hat mi takes hi
said Sill
oh done.’
the
Bender. current lv the team s
stalling center
Bendel and Slimtim :M.,.
a special letationship oft ’ft
held Hies has,. loomed toper’,
lor the past three sears. inkludm
training .ind summer camps
\Lubin elm’s. the quiet 0.
gis es kill -I like
Beni
,
hums’.ml, ,fie I think dhum
0,111,1
.1 WI I
outgoing But. in mans siIii
11011s, I am resersed."Mmmi
said
Aiki with that. thc Sill," 1
gnat fel back goes into his room
to he hs himsell and probably.
umt Ii ii the sports report on the
11 o cliiikmess
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